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keywords, and the result is a set of possible candidate documents. This article solves the multiple set matching
problem by proposing two efficient BloomMultifilters called BloomMatrix and Bloom Vector, which generalize
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1 INTRODUCTION
Modern popular Internet services, including Google search, Yahoo directory, and web-based storage
services, rely on efficient data matching [5]. These services use custom techniques for providing
scalable, fault-tolerant and low-cost services [21], [22], [25]. Fast matching of arbitrary identifiers
to specific values is a fundamental requirement of these applications in which data objects are
organized using unique local or global identifiers, usually called labels [16]. In a typical usage
scenario, each label maps to a set of values [17].
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A probabilistic data structure, called Bloom Filter, can represent a set of labels and can answer
whether a label belongs to a particular set with a probability of false positives (FPs). The usage
of Bloom Filters in networking is widespread, which are suitable to summarize the contents of a
P2P network for supporting collaborative operations [11], to enhance probabilistic algorithms for
locating resources [23], for taking routing decisions [24], and for traffic monitoring [26].
1.1 Motivation
Although the standard Bloom Filter is a very space-efficient structure, it can only answer whether
a label l belongs to a set e , with a probability of false positives. There are various extensions of the
Bloom Filter, such as space-code [19], spectral [9], and Shift Bloom Filter [29]. These structures
represent multisets, where a label can exist in multiple times in the same set and can answer
multiplicity queries, like counting the occurrence of a label in a multiset.
Modern Internet services are hosted in the cloud for faster scaling. A large cluster of servers
may provide multiple services, and different servers may host various services. A recent example is
serverless computing [15]. A service provider may want to find the physical servers, which host a
particular service or a few services, and also to avoid code replication for a faster load balancing.
Similarly, thousands of caching servers cache millions of YouTube videos, and a server may host
thousands of videos [13, 18]. Whenever a client needs to access a video, one of the local caches may
handle the request. The service provider may need to find the proxy servers that cache contents
to avoid content replication. In these cases, the query response for a particular video can be the
caching servers.
Document search in a large corpus with keywords is another important problem, where each of
the documents can have hundreds of words, and the corpus can have millions of documents. When
there are thousands or millions of documents in a corpus or cached elements/services in hundreds
of servers, the relations can be represented using multiple sets. The union of such sets is essentially
a multiset. Although space-code, spectral, or Shift Bloom Filters can answer multiplicity queries, in
these cases, simple yes/no answers may not be sufficient. Instead, a query may ask the documents
in which such keywords appear.
1.2 Bloom Multifilters
Let L = {l1, ..., l |L |} be a set of labels and E = {e1, ..., eN } be a set of items, where |L| and N denote
the size of the corresponding set. We are interested in representing the function f : L → P(E),
where P(E) is the power set of E. All of the Bloom Filter extensions mentioned above do not assist
in locating multiple sets when finding a single or multiple labels.
This article presents two Bloom Multifilters (BMFs), namely Bloom Matrix and Bloom Vector, for
representing the above relation, f , between a label and multiple sets, each set containing unique
elements. While both structures use multiple Bloom Filters to represent multiple sets, a Bloom
Matrix always contains Bloom Filters having equal size, whereas the Bloom Filters in a Bloom
Vector can have different sizes. These new data structures associate multiple sets and support
queries with single or multiple labels. This is achieved through an inverted indexing solution. The
Bloom Matrix and the Bloom Vector, through an efficient Lookup(l) operation, can return a set or
list of items, formally S ∈ P(E), rather than a simple true or false answer.
If we represent the services or contents as labels L and the servers as a set of items E, we can
apply BMFs to proxy caches of services for mapping services/contents to corresponding servers.
Likewise, these structures can be applied as an alternative solution to represent large text corpora.
For example, the Wikipedia corpus is the set of all documents or items, i.e., E, while the unique
words in the whole corpus are the set of labels, L. The items could also be encoded as Solr indices
rather than using actual words so that a search query returns a list of document identifiers.
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Notations Implications
l , L a label and a set of labels (words)
e , E an item and set of items (documents)
h, H a hash function and a set of hash functions
m the number of bits in one Bloom Filter, calculated with Eq. 2a
N the total number of items (documents)
k the number of hash functions in one Bloom Filter, calculated with Eq. 2b
p the probability of false positive (FP), calculated with Eq. 1
n the number of items inserted into the structure specified in the context
Table 1. Notations used for Bloom Filter and Multifilters.
1.3 Contributions
In this article, we present two new BMFs for fast and space-efficient matching of arbitrary identifiers
to sets. Similarly to using standard Bloom Filters, this comes at the cost of introducing an FP rate.
Our contributions are the following:
• We introduce two new Bloom Filter-based structures, namely Bloom Matrix and Bloom
Vector, to solve the labels-to-sets matching problem. These data structures are inspired by the
standard Bloom Filter and some of its extensions (see Section 6), in particular, the Bloomier
filter [8] and the Bloom Multifilter by Xu et al. [28]. A Bloomier Filter can encode arbitrary
functions, but only on a single set, whereas a Bloom Matrix and a Bloom Vector can encode
multiple sets. Compared to the Bloom Multifilter by Xu et al. [28], a Lookup operation on
the Bloom Matrix or Bloom Vector returns the set of items, or their identifiers, instead of a
simple true or false answer.
• We theoretically analyze these structures and evaluate their performance with different
configuration parameters and label distributions using synthetic and the 20 Newsgroups
corpus test datasets [6]. Our results highlight that the basic Add and Lookup operations on
a Bloom Matrix are faster than those on a Bloom Vector. Compared to the Bloofi [10], both
Bloom Matrix and Bloom Vector are space-efficient. Bloom Vector exploits the distribution of
labels for further space reduction. The Lookup operation is faster on a Bloom Matrix than
on a Bloom Vector or a Bloofi.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 explores the standard Bloom Filter and
its properties and formalizes the research problem for multiple set matching. In Sections 3–4, we
present the definitions and theoretical analysis of the Bloom Matrix and the Bloom Vector. Section 5
evaluates the performance of the proposed BMFs. Section 6 presents the related work. Finally, the
paper is concluded in Section 7.
2 PRELIMINARIES
A Bloom Filter [2] is a probabilistic data structure to represent a set. It occupies much less memory
space compared to a conventional representation method. This memory saving comes at the cost
of introducing FPs. An FP occurs when a reported item does not exist in the set. A standard Bloom
Filter does not produce any false negative (FN), which occurs when a label is reported absent, but
it is actually in the set. Table 1 summarizes the notations used to describe the Bloom Filter and its
variants.
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2.1 Bloom Filter
Definition. LetU be the universe of all labels, and L ⊆ U be a set of labels to be represented by a
Bloom Filter. We are interested in encoding the function f : U → {0, 1} which is defined as
f (l) =
{
1, if l ∈ L
0, otherwise
.
To encode f (l), a Bloom Filter can be used, which is a pair (B,H ), where B is a bit set of sizem
and H = {h1(l), ...,hk (l)} is a set of hash functions, each having image [0,m − 1]. Initially, all the
bits in a Bloom Filter, B, are set to 0. There are two basic operations on a Bloom Filter: Add(l) and
Lookup(l). The set of distinct values returned by all the hash functions for an input label l is called
the hash neighborhood of l ; with abuse of notation, we defined it as H (l).
Add. To add a label l to a Bloom Filter (B,H ), the Add(l) function sets B[i] for each i ∈ H (l) to 1.
Lookup. To look up a label l , a Lookup(l) operation checks whether all of the bits B[i] for each
i ∈ H (l) are set to 1. If this is the case, then the label is probably in the set; otherwise, the label is
certainly not in the set.
False positive rate. FPs occur for a l that is not in the set, and the Lookup function returns
true. Such function returns true whenever all the bits in the hash neighborhood of l are set to 1.
Therefore, with more labels added, more bits are set to 1, and the FP rate increases. The number of
hash functions also influences the FP rate. Although a higher number of hash functions decreases
the chance of collisions between two different labels, too many hash functions set too many bits to
1. Consequently, the choice of an optimal number of hash functions is a compromise.
Bose et al. [4] have shown that the probability p of false positives in a Bloom Filter of sizem,














If the number of elements, n, to be added in a Bloom Filter is known beforehand, it is possible to
choose the parameters so that the Bloom Filter will have a probability of false positives around a





k = ln 2 ·
m
n
= − log2 p. (2b)
2.2 Problem Definition
The standard Bloom Filter can encode only one set and can answer only whether a label belongs
to such set or not. This article extends the standard Bloom Filter so that not only it is possible to
encode multiple sets and efficiently to check the membership of a label or multiple labels in all sets,
but also to answer to which of the sets the label/labels belongs.
Let L = {l1, ..., l |L |} be a set of labels and E = {e1, ..., eN } be a set of items. We are interested in
representing the function f : L→ P(E), where P(E) is the power set of E. In order to do this, we
use bit sets to store the binary representation of the element S ∈ P(E) to which the labels map.
The binary representation supports two functions: Encode and Decode.
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2.3 Encode and Decode
When using a binary representation, it is required to have a pair of functions to translate items to a
binary encoding and vice versa. Let Π be the ordering on E. The Encode(Π, S) function on a set of
items S ∈ P(E) returns a binary representation V = {v1, ...,vN } of S , such that
vi =
{
1, if Π(i) ∈ S
0, otherwise
.
In contrast, Decode(Π,V ) returns S , given an ordering Π of E and the binary representationV of a
set of items S ∈ P(E). Encode and Decode essentially associate each element to a bit in a binary
representation, as explained in Example 2.1:
Example 2.1. Let E = {e1, e2, e3} be a set of items and Π be an ordering on E, so that the items
are ordered as listed in the definition of E. In this case,
Encode(Π, {e1, e3}) = {1, 0, 1} and Decode(Π, 011) = {e2, e3}.
Analysis of Encode and Decode. The Encode(Π, S) function sets some bits of the bit set V to 0
and some bits to 1, in order to return the encoded value of S . Therefore, the space complexity is
Θ(N ). For each element in S , we need to set V [i] ← 1, where i is the index of S in the ordering Π.
The time complexity is O(|S |).
The Decode(Π,V ) function creates a set S from the bit setV , which can be at most N . Therefore
it takes O(N ) space. For each bit vi set to 1 in V , the function fetches the element at position i in
the array and adds it to the set. This procedure takes O(|V |) time.
3 BLOOMMATRIX
This section introduces Bloom Matrix as the first effort to solve the membership checking problem
with multiple sets. It consists of multiple columns of bit sets, in which each column represents an
item, and the values of the corresponding bits are determined by the associated “labels”, e.g., the
set of unique words (as labels) in a document (as an item). Unlike a Bloom Filter, each bit in the
Filter is replaced by another bit set of a fixed length, hence the name is Bloom Matrix.
3.1 Definition
A Bloom Matrix is a triplet (G,Π,H ), where G is a binary matrix of sizem × N , Π represents an
ordering on the set E as previously defined, and H = {h1(l), ...,hk (l)} is a set of hash functions,
each having image [0,m − 1].
3.2 Operations
Add. G is initialized with all its bits set to 0. To add a label l to a Bloom Matrix BM , the return value
of Encode(Π, f (l)) is added to the rows in the bit matrix G having the indices equal to the hash
neighborhood of l , using the bit-wise OR operator. The add operation can be formally defined as
BM .Add(l) := G[hi (l), _] ← G[hi (l), _] ∨ Encode(Π, f (l)) for each i ∈ [1,k].
Algorithm 1: Bloom Matrix: Add(l) Operation
V ← Encode (Π, f (l));
H ← GetNeiдhbourhood(l,k,m);
for i ← H do
G[i, _] ← G[i, _] ∨V
end
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Fig. 1. Example of a Bloom matrix G[m,N ] obtained from Example 3.1.
The steps are illustrated in Algorithm 1. The first step is to obtain a bit set V returned by
Encode(Π, f (l)). The bits set to 1 at positionsV = {v1, ...,v |V |} represent the column indices of the
Bloom Matrix. The row indices, on the other hand, are the output of the hash functions H . Finally,
the Add(l) function calculates the Cartesian product of the row and column indices, i.e., V × H ,
and sets all their corresponding bits to 1.
Algorithm 2: Bloom Matrix: Lookup(l) Operation
H ← GetNeiдhbourhood(l,k,m);
Let V be an empty bit set;
for i ← H do
V ← V ∧ G[i, _];
end
return Decode (Π,V );
Lookup. The lookup operation on a Bloom Matrix is illustrated in Algorithm 2. To find out which
subset of P(E) is associated with l , the algorithm first performs bit-wise AND operations on the
rows in G having the indices equal to the hash neighborhood of l . It then performs the Decode
operation on the resulting bit set. The algorithm can be formalized as








Example 3.1. This example illustrates the Add and Lookup operations on a Bloom Matrix. Given
3 labels L = {l1, l2, l3}, 5 items E = {e1, · · · , e5}, an ordering Π on E, and two hash functions
H = {h1(x),h2(x)} each with image [0, 7], such thatH (l1) = {0, 7},H (l2) = {2, 4} andH (l3) = {2, 7}.
The labels and items can be assumed as the words and documents, respectively.
Fig. 1 depicts a Bloom Matrix after adding three labels: f (l1) = {e2, e4}, f (l2) = {e1, e2, e5}, and
f (l3) = {e3, e5}. Let us take l1 as an example. When adding l1 to a Bloom Matrix, the target rows
are G[0, _] and G[7, _], given by H (l1) = {0, 7}. Then, the Encode function identifies two target
columns G[_, 2] and G[_, 4], as Encode returns {0, 1, 0, 1, 0}. Finally, the Add operation identifies
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the locations of four bits and sets these bits to 1: G[0, 2], G[7, 2], G[0, 4], and G[7, 4]. l2 and l3 can
be similarly added to the Bloom Matrix.
The Lookup(l1) function first finds the hash neighborhood of l1 and gets two target rows: G[0, _]
and G[7, _]. After that, the AND operation is performed on these rows to get a bit set {0, 1, 0, 1, 0}.
Therefore, Decode returns {e2, e4} according to the positions of 1 in the bit set. Lookup(l2) and
Lookup(l3)work in the same way. Noteworthy, Lookup(l3) performs the AND operation on G[2, _]
and G[7, _], and outputs {e2, e3, e5}, where e2 is an FP.
Multi-label Lookup. Algorithm. 2 can be extended to support multi-label Lookup operations:
Lookup(L), where L is the set of input labels. Specifically, instead of performing hash neighborhood
on a single label l (Line 2 in Algorithm 2), H is now the union of all the hash neighborhoods of all
the labels in L.
Update. A Bloom Matrix is a fixed structure for multiple sets. It is not possible to update with
the labels of a new item; doing so requires reconstructing the Bloom Matrix. However, it is still
possible to add a label to an existing item at the cost of an increasing FP rate.
3.3 False Positive Rate
Lemma 3.2. Let L = {l1, · · · , l |L |} be a set of labels, and let f (l) be a function that maps each label
l to some items e of E. The average false positive rate of a Bloom Matrix when performing a multiple
label lookup on L, i.e., Lookup(L), is∑
l ∈L
∑




where k is the number of hash functions,m is the range of hash neighborhoods, n is the number of
items added to the Bloom Matrix, and E is the universe of all the items.
Proof. Given k hash functions, the Lookup operation performs the AND operation on k rows
of a Bloom Matrix, having indices determined by the values returned by the hash functions. A false
positive in this case happens when the bit at column c , i.e., bits of a document id in Fig. 1, of all the
k rows are set to 1, where c is a positive integer.
The Add operation for a label l sets the bits identified by the Encode function on them rows
selected by the hash functions. The bits being set follow a uniform probability distribution. Therefore,
the probability that any single bit in a Bloom Matrix is not set to 1 by k hash functions during one






Assuming that the Add operation performs on n = | f (l)| items, then the probability that a
certain bit is still 0 equals to (1 − 1m )








Let us assume that the Lookup(l) operation returns a false positive item ef for a label l . This
happens when the bits located at the column corresponding to ef and rows determined by H (l) are
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In other words, each item, returned by the Lookup(l) operation, has a probability of being a false
positive which is equal to Equation 5. Since any member of E \ f (l) can be a false positive, the rate
of having at least one false positive can be calculated as∑









Furthermore, for a multiple label lookup in L, the overall false positive rate for looking up all the
labels l ∈ L can be obtained by summing up the probabilities for the remaining items that are not











Lemma 3.3. The Bloom Matrix has a space complexity Θ(mN ), add time complexity Θ(k | f (l)|),
and lookup time complexity Θ(N ), wherem is the size of hash neighborhood, k is the number of hash
functions, N is the total number of items, and | f (l)| is the number of items assigned to l .
Proof. Space complexity: a Bloom Matrix stores three components: (i) the bit set having size
m × N , (ii) the total ordering Π of size 2N , required by the Encode and Decode functions, and (iii)
k hash functions. The space cost is therefore Θ(mN ) + 2Θ(N ) + Θ(k) = Θ(mN ) when k ≪mN .
Time complexity: an Add(l) operation on a Bloom Matrix computes the neighborhood of l in
Θ(k) time to get the row indices, and executes Encode(Π, f (l)) in Θ(| f (l)|) time to get the column
indices of the bits to be updated. In total, k | f (l)| bits are altered. Therefore, an Add operation takes
Θ(| f (l)| + k + k | f (l)|) = Θ(k | f (l)|) time.
A Lookup(l) operation identifies k rows by executing k hash functions, each row having N bits.
The algorithm then performs a bit-wise AND operation on these k rows and sends the result to the
Decode function to get a list of items. The time cost isΘ(k) for the hashing,Θ(N ) for a bit-wise AND,
andΘ(N ) for the Decode function. Hence, the overall time complexity isΘ(k+N +N ) = Θ(N ). □
3.5 Sparse Bloom Matrix
A Bloom Matrix can be sparse where some trailing bits of some rows are set to zero; this allows
a sparse storage method to reduce the space cost. Space spared this way is less thanm × N . It is
possible to reduce the space cost further by carefully defining the total ordering so that the sparse
rows of such Bloom Matrix have more zeros at the end, as the trailing zeros can be spared. We
name a Bloom Matrix with such ordering a Sparse Bloom Matrix. The following example illustrates
the efficiency of a Sparse Bloom Matrix over a standard Bloom Matrix:
Example 3.4. Let us consider the Bloom Matrix in Example 3.1. The Bloom Matrix (Fig. 1) has 21
spare bits (gray cells) according to the specified ordering. In contrast, if the items are ordered as
{e2, e5, e4, e3, e1}, a Sparse Bloom Matrix can be constructed as in Fig. 2, which spares 2 more bits
thanks to more zeros at the end of each row.
A Sparse Bloom Matrix can be constructed by changing the total ordering Π such that the items
e in set E are ordered in descending order according to their size, i.e., the number of assigned labels.
This maximizes the probability of having more zeros at the end of each row. More formally, let
C(e) be the number of labels assigned to an item e and Π be the total ordering s.t. Π(ei ) > Π(ej ) iff
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Fig. 2. A Sparse Bloom Matrix is constructed following Fig. 1 by changing the total ordering of the elements.
The space cost reduces from 19 to 17 bits. The reduction is achieved by eliminating the storage of the gray
cells at the end of each row.
C(ei ) ≤ C(ej ). Later in Section 5, we show that with such ordering, a Spare Bloom Matrix is more
space-efficient than a standard Bloom Matrix.
Complexity. The time complexities of the Add and Lookup operations for Sparse Bloom Matrix
are respectively Θ(k | f (l)|) and Θ(N ), which are similar to the standard Bloom Matrix. Let ¯|e | be
the average number of occurrences of an item. The space complexity of a Sparse Bloom Matrix is
bounded by Ω(m ¯|e |) andO(mN ), when the global ordering sorts all the bits set to 1 at the beginning
of each row, and the last bit of each row is set to 1, respectively.
To construct a Sparse Bloom Matrix, we need to compute an ordering Π beforehand, and the
time cost depends on the dataset representation. If the dataset is a collection of |L| labels in the
form of l : {e1, e2, · · · }, then the cost is Θ(|L|N ), as it is required to scan the whole structure and to
keep a counter for each e . On the other hand, if the dataset is an array of N items in the form of
e : {l1, l2, · · · }, then the cost is Θ(N ), as it is required to compute the size of each e .
4 BLOOM VECTOR
In a Bloom Matrix, all rows have the same size,m. In practice, the number of labels assigned to
an item can vary, and thus, using a fixed size for all Filters is a waste of space. When the number
of labels in the items is known beforehand, it is possible to utilize such knowledge to reduce the
space cost further while maintaining the same FP rate. This section formalizes the idea as a new
structure, called Bloom Vector.
4.1 Definition
A Bloom Vector is a tuple (G,Π), whereG is an array of size N = |E | in which each item corresponds
to a Bloom Filter, and Π represents an ordering on the set E as previously defined. The Bloom
Filters in G can be different from each other. Given an expected FP rate p for a Bloom Vector, the
size of a Bloom Filter can be computed using Equation 2a, where n is the number of labels for that
Bloom Filter. Note that all the Bloom Filters in the Bloom Vector have the same FP rate. The Bloom
Filters can have the same or different hash functions (calculated from Equation 2b), as we discuss
in detail in the upcoming subsection.
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4.2 Operations
Let us now define the possible operations on a Bloom Vector, which are based on the operations on
a standard Bloom Filter.
Algorithm 3: Bloom Vector: Add(l) Operation
V ← Encode (Π, f (l));
I ← V .toList ;
for i ← I do
/* add operation on a standard Bloom Filter */
G[i].Add(l);
end
Add. The add operation on a Bloom Vector is illustrated in Algorithm 3. In order to add a label
l associated with items f (l), the first step is to compute Encode(Π, f (l)) to get the row indices
corresponding to the items in f (l) according to the global ordering. Then, for each of these rows, a
set of k hash functions determines the column indices of bits to be modified to 1. Formally, let I be
the row indices returned by Encode(Π, f (l)). The Add function is defined as:
BV .Add(l) := G[i].Add(l) for each i ∈ I .
It is worth noticing that a Bloom Vector does not require having the same set of hash functions
for all the rows because each row is a standalone Bloom Filter.
It is also possible to use one set of hash functions for all the Bloom Filters so that the hash
operations are performed only once. This reduces the time cost of add and lookup operations on a
Bloom Vector. In this case, the hash functions should return a real number within a specific range,
so that this number can be regulated to suit any Bloom Filter. For example, let {h1(l), · · · ,hk (l)}
be k hash functions where each returns a real number within [0, 1], and let mi be the size of
i-th Filter (row) in a Bloom Vector. Then the column indices in the ith Filter are located in
{⌊h1(l) ×mi ⌋, · · · , ⌊hk (l) ×mi ⌋}. Another example: when using a 32-bit MurmurHash of range
[0, 232], the bits to be altered are located in columns
{
⌊h1(l)/232 ×mi ⌋, · · · , ⌊hk (l)/232 ×mi ⌋
}
. We
implement a Bloom Vector class in Section 5, which uses the same hash functions for all the Bloom
Filters.
Lookup. Algorithm 4 describes the Lookup operation on Bloom Vectors. To find a subset of E that
is associated with l , the first step is to define V as a bit set, where each bit is
V [i] :=
{
1, if G[i]. Lookup(l)
0, otherwise
where 1 ≤ i ≤ N .
The Lookup operation then converts V back to a item set:
BV . Lookup(l) := Decode(Π,V ).
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Fig. 3. A Bloom Vector, G[N , _], followed from Example 4.1. The size of each Bloom Filter in the Bloom Vector
can be different.
Algorithm 4: Bloom Vector: Lookup(l) Operation
Let V be an empty bit set;
for i ← [0,N ) do
/* lookup operation on a standard Bloom Filter */
if G[i].Lookup(l) then
V [i] ← 1;
end
end
return Decode (Π,V );
Example 4.1. Let L = {l1, l2} be two labels, E = {e1, · · · , e5} be 5 items, Π be an ordering on the
items, andH = {h1,h2} be two hash functions returning two real numbers between 0 and 1. Assume
that the regulated hash values are ⌊H (l1) × 6⌋ = {2, 5}, ⌊H (l1) × 8⌋ = {2, 6}, ⌊H (l2) × 6⌋ = {2, 5},
and ⌊H (l2) × 8⌋ = {2, 7}.
Now, a Bloom Vector can represent f (l1) = {e1, e2, e5} and f (l2) = {e3, e5}. As shown in Fig.
3, when adding l1, the Encode function returns {1, 1, 0, 0, 1} and hence the three target rows are
G[1, _], G[2, _], and G[5, _]. Then, since ⌊H (l1) × 6⌋ = {2, 5} and ⌊H (l1) × 8⌋ = {2, 6}, the first pair
belongs to the 0th row, and the latter belongs to the 1st and 4th rows. Therefore, representing f (l1)
needs to set six bits to 1: G[0, 2], G[0, 5], G[1, 2], G[1, 6], G[4, 2], and G[4, 6]. l2 can be added to the
Bloom Vector in the same way.
To perform a Lookup(l2), we first build an empty bit set V of length N and then scan through
all the rows sequentially. Specifically, column 2 and 5 in the 0th row needs to be checked, since
⌊H (l2) × 6⌋ = {2, 5}. Since both bits are already 1, we set the 1st bit of V to 1. For the remaining
4 rows, the columns are 2 and 7, as ⌊H (l2) × 8⌋ = {2, 7}. Finally, V becomes {1, 0, 1, 0, 1} and
Decode(V ) outputs three items: {e1, e3, e5}. Note that e1 is an FP since it is not in f (l2) according
to our empirical knowledge.
Multi-label Lookup. The same procedure in Algorithm 4 can lookup multiple labels at the
same time, except that it needs to hash multiple labels before checking the corresponding bits
simultaneously.
Update. Unlike Bloom Matrix, each Bloom Filter in a Bloom Vector has its own parameters. The
ADD operation is performed on an individual filter. Therefore, it is possible to add new items
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incrementally to the Bloom Vector and so the corresponding labels. Updating an already existing
Filter in a vector increases the FP rate.
4.3 False positive rate
Lemma 4.2. Let L = {l1, · · · , l |L |} be a set of labels, where each l is associated with some items e .
The average false positive rate of a Bloom Vector, when performing a Lookup for all the labels in L, is∑
l ∈L
∑








where I (l) is a set of indices of rows with the corresponding bits set to 1, and ki ,mi , and ni are the
number of hash functions, the number of bits, and the number of labels added to the ith Bloom Filter,
respectively.
Proof. The Lookup operation on a Bloom Vector goes through each row to check whether the
bits at the columns given by the k hash functions are all set to 1.
Assume a Bloom Filter withm bits, k hash functions, and it has n encoded labels. The probability








Let mi and ki be the parameters of the ith Bloom Filter in a Bloom Vector, and let ni be the
number of labels that the ith Bloom Filter contains. The total expected FP rate when looking up a
label l can be derived from Equation 8 by summing up the FP rates of all the Bloom Filters as
FPR =
∑









where I (l) returns the indices of Bloom Filters modified by Add(l).















Compared to the BloomMatrix, a Bloom Vector requires less space. However, the Lookup operation
can be slower, as it has to check all the Bloom Filters in the Bloom Vector.
Lemma 4.3. Bloom Vector has a space complexity ofO(mN ), an Add time complexity ofO(k | f (l)|),
and a Lookup time complexity of Θ(kN ), wherem is the max size of the hash neighborhood among
all rows, k is the max number of hash functions for all rows, N is the total number of items, and | f (l)|
is the number of items in a specific Add operation.
Proof. Space complexity: a Bloom Vector needs to store three parameters: (i)m × N bits, when
all N rows have an equal lengthm (worst case), (ii) the total ordering Π, which uses 2N space,
and (iii) kN hash functions. Therefore, the space cost is O(mN ) + 2Θ(N ) + Θ(kN ) = O(mN ), when
k ≪m. In practice, a Bloom Vector will be smaller thanmN , as the rows can have different lengths.
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Name Origin Number of items Number of labels File size
Uniform (500) Artificial 500 2,500,000 12.2 MB
Uniform (10k) Artificial 10,000 50,000,000 245 MB
Zipf Artificial 500 30,000 171 kB
20ng Real 7,527 625,635 3.9 MB
Table 2. Properties of the used datasets.
Time complexity: the Add(l) operation needs to compute the positions of bits by executing
Encode(Π, f (l)), and to compute O(k) hash neighborhoods when each Filter is using a different
set of hash functions. Therefore, the total time complexity is O(k | f (l)|), as the time for updating
one bit is negligible.
A Lookup(l) operation looks up all of the N rows. For each row, it needs to calculate k hash
neighborhoods. This requires Θ(kN ) time. The Decode function has a time complexity ofO(N ), as
the size of the final bit set is N . The overall lookup time is therefore Θ(kN ) +O(N ) = Θ(kN ). □
5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
This section presents a detailed performance evaluation of the proposed BMFs. Section 5.1 presents
the dataset properties and implementation details of BMFs. The subsequent sections investigate
their space efficiency and compare the performance of Add/Lookup operations on them.
5.1 Setup
We implemented the BMFs in Scala and conducted experiments on a computer with a quad-core
processor of 3.4 GHz clock speed, 16 GB of RAM, and 512 GB of SSD.
We use three artificial datasets and a real dataset, as described in Table 2. The artificial datasets
are useful to experiment with the behavior of BMFs in a controlled environment. Specifically, we
generate each dataset following either a uniform or a Zipf distribution. Each line in the dataset
begins with an item id followed by the corresponding labels: e = {l1, l2, l3 · · · , ln}.
The dataset generation procedures are as follows:
• Uniform: given E, L, and a probability p, for each e ∈ E and for each l ∈ L, we randomly
decide with a probability of p = 0.5 whether to assign such label l to e . Two uniform datasets
are generated: uniform (500) of 500 items and uniform (10k) of 10,000 items.
• Zipf: given E, L and a real number s , we generate the first |E | Zipf rank numbers with
exponent value s and N = |E | using following the equation




where s = 0.8. Then, for each e ∈ E and for each l ∈ L, we decide with a probability equal to
the rank k whether to assign l to e .
• 20ng: we obtain the single-label text categorization dataset [6] and form 20 newsgroups
corpus with the stemmed words. No a priori knowledge is available about the probability
distribution of the labels among the items.
5.2 Implementation Details
Each BMF is implemented according to a model interface with 4 methods in Scala: an add method,
which adds a label; two different lookup methods, one for the lookup of a single label and one for
multiple labels; and a method for computing the size of the corresponding BMF.
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Fig. 4. The FP rates of the BMFs with respect tom, k and the distributions of the labels. All BM, SBM, and
BV have similar characteristics.
The Bloom Matrix class employs 5 attributes, namely E, m, k, F, and Em. E is an array of all items;
m is the height of the Bloom Matrix; k is the number of hash functions; F is an array of bit sets,
each representing a row of the Bloom Matrix; and Em is a mapping from element ids to integers so
that an ordering can be established on the items. This mapping is used by the Encode and Decode
functions.
The Bloom Matrix class has two constructors, accepting either (i) a quadruplet (data,m,k,cmp)
or (ii) a triplet (data,p,cmp). The first constructor implements a Bloom Matrix with the givenm
and k , whereas the second constructor derivesm and k from Equations 2a and 2b, where n is the
total number of labels associated to all the items. An Sparse Bloom Matrix is constructed by setting
the Boolean variable, cmp, to be true in the constructor. Otherwise, a Bloom Matrix is constructed
with the false value.
The Bloom Vector class has 6 attributes. E, m, and k represent the same attributes as in the Bloom
Matrix; F contains an array of bit sets, each representing a single Bloom Filter; M contains an array
of integers, each representing the size of one Bloom Filter in F in the same ordering; and Em is a
map from element ids to integers, for assigning each item to an index, so that an ordering can be
established on the items.
The BloomVector class also containsmultiple constructors, accepting either (i) a triplet (data,m,k)
or (ii) a pair (data,p). The first constructor implements a Bloom Vector of |E | Bloom Filters each
with the givenm and k , and the second constructor derivesm and k given p for every Bloom Filter
from Equations 2a and 2b, where n is the number of labels associated with the corresponding item.
5.3 Bloom Multifilters and standard Bloom Filter
In the first set of experiments, we construct Bloom Matrix (BM), Sparse Bloom Matrix (SBM), and
Bloom Vector (BV) objects with various combinations ofm and k using the first constructor type
of the corresponding classes. We investigate whether their FP rates adhere to the principles of a
standard Bloom Filter.
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Fig. 5. Memory usage of the BMSs according to the FP rates and the distribution of labels. The horizontal
dashed line represents memory usage on the disk.
Fig. 4 depicts that when m is between 104 and 105, the FP rate decreases and then increases
again as k becomes larger. This trend is expected according to the theoretical analysis in the earlier
sections, as two labels are more likely to have the same hash neighborhoods with too few hash
functions. On the contrary, too many hash functions may set too many bits to 1, increasing the
false positive rate. In other words, either of the two scenarios leads to more collisions. All the BMs,
SBMs, and BVs perform similarly in this regard.
Fig. 4 also shows that the FP rate decreases asm grows larger. Again, such a trend confirms the
theoretical analysis that too smallm leads to a higher FP rate.
5.4 Performance of Bloom Multifilters
In this section, we investigate the space efficiency of the BMFs, and the time required to perform
the Add and Lookup operations on these structures according to the expected FP rates on the same
computer. The BMs, SBMs, and BVs are constructed with the second constructor type accepting
the desired FP rate.
Memory Overhead. Fig. 5 demonstrates the memory overhead of the structures as the FP rate
decreases. We notice that all the BMFs are well below the horizontal dashed line when representing
the dataset following a uniform distribution. A Bloom Vector occupies a similar space to the Bloom
Matrix because all the corresponding Filters have similar sizes when representing a uniformly
distributed dataset. Meanwhile, the Sparse Bloom Matrix occupies a slightly smaller space, because
it sets the ordering on the set E to maximize the number of zeros at the end of each row, which
makes it the most space-efficient structure for a uniformly distributed data.
In contrast, with the Zipf distributed dataset, both the BloomMatrix and the Sparse BloomMatrix
have a high space consumption. Although the Sparse Bloom Matrix performs better than the Bloom
Matrix, both are above the dashed line when the desired FP rate is very low. In this case, the Bloom
Vector is the most space-efficient, and the size remains below the dashed line even with an accepted
FP rate of 10−6, as it optimizes the size of each row to minimize the space consumption. With such
a property, a Bloom Vector occupies at least 10 times less space than the other two structures.
Add Time. Fig. 6 illustrates that the Add operation takes nearly a linear time on a Bloom Matrix
with the uniformly distributed dataset. This is expected, as an Add operation costs O(k |l |). The
Add operation time on a Bloom Vector also increases linearly with the Zipf distributed dataset.
The Add operation takes a longer time on a Vector than on a Bloom Matrix; regardless of the
distribution of labels in the datasets. The reason is that even though the Bloom Vector uses the
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Fig. 6. Time required to add a label to the BMFs by the FP rates.
Fig. 7. Lookup time of a single label from the BMFs with different FP rates.
same hash functions for all the Bloom Filters, the Add operation still has to do a modulo operation
on the results for each Filter, to adapt the results of the hash functions to its size.
Single Label Lookup. Fig. 7 depicts the single label Lookup performance of the Multifilters.
The Lookup operation is performed on the structures having 10K unique inserted labels, and we
compute the average lookup time. Both the Bloom Matrix and the Sparse Bloom Matrix have a
similar lookup time, which is faster than the Bloom Vector. This is because the Lookup operation
accesses only a few (specifically, k) rows in a Bloom Matrix, whereas, it goes through all N Filters
in a Bloom Vector, ending up with an increased workload.
Fig. 8 demonstrates the performance of the BMFs with a real dataset, 20ng, where the labels
follow an unknown distribution among 7,527 items. Similarly, as with the Zipf distributed dataset,
the Bloom Vector efficiently exploits the size of the items, contrary to the other BMFs. As expected,
the Lookup operations on the BMs/SBMs are faster than those on the BVs.
Multi-Label Lookup. The proposed BMFs support lookup queries having multiple labels. Such
queries are useful when searching for similar documents. Fig. 9 compares the lookup time of multiple
labels on the BMFs representing uniform and Zipf distributed datasets. We take the average of 10K
lookup operations.
Multi-label lookup operations are also faster on a Bloom Matrix than on a Bloom Vector, and the
size of the query (number of labels) has a negligible effect when the query size is at most 10 labels.
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Fig. 8. Memory overhead of the BMFs (left) and the average lookup times of a single label (right) for the
20ng dataset according to the FP rates.
Fig. 9. The average time for multi-label lookups according to the FP rates. The average time for each set of
lookup labels is computed from 10,000 lookup operations.
This is because the lookup function needs to compute the hash neighborhood of all the labels,
which is the only additional task. The range of hash neighborhood increases further as the FP rate
decreases. Specifically, looking up 100 labels requires a much longer time compared to 10 labels.
After a careful investigation, we conclude that it is the increased labels that result in increased
hash neighborhoods so that the algorithm has to access more bits. A Sparse Bloom Matrix would
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Feature Bloom Matrix Bloom Vector Bloofi
Index Bit set Bit set Tree
Size of Each Filter m ≤ m m
Index Size N N ≤ (N − 1) ×m
Insert Complexity k | f (l)| k | f (l)| k | f (l)| logN
Lookup Complexity N kN kN
Table 3. Comparison of BMFs and Bloofi. This table assumes that the Bloofi index has an order of 2. |l | is the
number of items to be added into the structures.
perform similar to the Bloom Matrix. In the case of a Bloom Vector, the lookup is much slower, as
the operation checks all the Bloom Filters.
Note that the Lookup operation works on a complete set of query labels. In other words, all the
labels are searched together by an AND operation. Performing an OR operation on any BMF for
subset queries provides invalid indexes of the items during the Decode (Π,V ) operation. Finding
the match for such a subset of the queries, it would first require to look for the items of each label
and then perform an OR after the Decode (Π,V ) operation.
5.5 Comparison with Bloofi
In this section, we compare the performance of the proposed BMFs with a state-of-the-art structure
named Bloofi1 [10], which uses a tree structure to index multiple Bloom Filters.
Table 3 highlights the differences between the BMFs and Bloofi. Both Bloom Matrix and Bloofi
consist of Bloom Filters ofm bits, and use the same set of hash functions. In contrast, the Bloom
Filters in a Bloom Vector can have different sizes and hash functions. The BMFs use a global
ordering of N , whereas the Bloofi employs a tree. An Add(l) operation on a Bloofi is will alter
| f (l)| Bloom Filters in leaf nodes, and all Filters in corresponding internal nodes, i.e., | f (l)| logN
nodes, in the worst case. This yields a complexityO(k(| f (l)| + | f (l)| logN )) = O(k | f (l)| logN ). For
Lookup(l), the best case is when there is only one path to follow towards one leaf. In such a case,
the algorithm needs to scan all Filters in the leaf, which requires k(logN + 4) time since there are
logN internal Filters and 4 leaf Filters when Bloofi has an order of 2. In the worst case, it scans all
the Bloom Filters, and thus, complexity is O(kN ) [10].
The differences among these structures are explored by using a more substantial dataset as
follows.
Dataset. This set of experiments uses another uniform (10K) dataset, which consists of 10K items
of 50M labels in which 30K labels are unique. Representing such large datasets with BMFs and
Bloofi further emphasizes their performance differences in Big data perspective.
Memory Overhead. Fig. 10 shows the memory usage of all the structures. These structures require
more memory space since the decreasing FP rates lead to longer bit sets for the Bloom Filters.
Specifically, Bloofi requires the most space due to the additional index nodes: when given 10,000
items or documents, Bloofi creates about 5,300 index nodes that result in 15,300 Bloom Filters. In
contrast, the BMFs require less memory because each has only 10,000 Bloom Filters and no other
Filters for indexing. When the desired FP rate is close to 1, the BMFs and Bloofi occupy a similar
amount of space. As the FP rate decreases, Bloofi becomes more and more space inefficient, as the
size of the Bloom Filter at an index node also increases.
1Source code is obtained from https://github.com/lemire/bloofi.
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Fig. 10. Memory overhead of the BMFs and Bloofi according to the desired FP rates. The horizontal dashed
line represents the actual data size on the disk (245 MB).
Fig. 11. Lookup time of a single label on BMFs and Bloofi.
Lookup Time. Fig. 11 summarizes the lookup time of a single label for all the structures. We look
up 10K already inserted labels sequentially and compute the average lookup time. As we can see,
the Bloom Matrix offers the fastest lookup time, followed by the Bloom Vector and Bloofi. This
result is expected since each lookup operation on Bloom Matrix accesses only k rows, as shown in
Fig. 1, whereas the other two access more Filters: the Bloom Vector performs an AND operations
on all rows; Bloofi checks multiple Bloom Filters in the index structure as well as some Filters in
the leaf nodes.
5.6 Discussion
Both Bloom Matrix and Vector obey the principles of standard Bloom Filter. Their space efficiency
depends on the distribution of the labels in the input dataset. Bloom Vector is the most space-
efficient with Zipf distributed data. The performance of the Add and Lookup operations depends
on the implementation of the BMFs. The operations are faster on Bloom Matrix. Compared to the
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state-of-the-art, Bloofi, both Bloom Matrix and Bloom Vector are more space-efficient. The Lookup
operation is faster on Bloom Matrix than on Bloom Vector and Bloofi.
6 RELATEDWORK
There are many extensions of the Bloom Filter. Standard Bloom Filter and the variants were surveyed
in [20][27]. In this section, we discuss the most relevant Bloom Filter variants.
Counting Bloom Filter. The Counting Bloom Filter [12] is a variant of the standard Bloom Filter.
It was introduced to summarize and maintain proxy caches. A proxy maintains an integer array for
the bit positions of a Bloom Filter. The add operation increments the integers to which the hash
functions map a label and sets the corresponding bits of the Bloom Filter to 1. The delete operation
decrements those integers and sets the corresponding bits of the Bloom Filter to 0. The lookup
function checks whether all the integers mapped to a label are higher than 0.
Stateful Bloom Filter. The Stateful Bloom Filter [3] also extends the standard Bloom Filter. The
stored elements are neither bits nor counters. Instead, each element of m represents a value
corresponding to a state, i.e., state and state counter, for identifying P2P traffic and congestion
control for video traffic.
Split Bloom Filter. The Split Bloom Filter [7] splits a bit set into multiple bins. Each bin has an
associated hash function, and the hash functions are all different from each other. The corresponding
add operation inserts an element into all bins. More formally, a Split Bloom Filter is composed
by k bins G = {B1, ...,Bk } each of size m, where k is also the number of hash functions. Each
hash function hi (x) relates to the bit set Bi having the same index. To insert an element x , the add
operation sets Bi [hi (x)], for 1 ≤ i ≤ k bits to 1. Similarly, the lookup operation checks whether all
those bits are set to 1.
Scalable/Dynamic Bloom Filter. A Scalable Bloom Filter [1] starts with a Split Bloom Filter. With
k0 bin and P0 expected FP rate, a bin supports at most some elements that keep the FP rate below
P0. When the bin gets full, another one is added with k1 bins and P1 = P0r expected FP rate, where
r is a tightening ratio decided during the implementation. Scalable Bloom Filter is useful when the
number of labels in a set is unknown. Alternatively, dynamic Bloom Filters [14] can be used if the
size of the data is expected to grow with time.
Bloomier Filter. The standard Bloom Filter can encode only Boolean function. The Bloomier Filter
[8] was proposed to represent arbitrary function on finite sets.
Let E = {e1, ..., eN } and R = {1, ..., |R | − 1}. Let A = {(e1,v1), ..., (eN ,vN )} be an assignment,
where vi ∈ R for 1 ≤ i ≤ N . The encoding of such an assignment can also be seen as a function
f : E → R defined as:
f (x) =
{
vi , if x ∈ E
∅, otherwise
.
The Bloomier Filter uses a bit matrix to encode the function previously defined. To build such a
matrix, it also uses Encode and Decode.
Bloom Multifilter. The Bloom Multifilter proposed by Xu et al. [28] is close to this work, which
extends the standard Bloom Filter to check whether multiple elements exist in multiple sets or not
at once with yes/no answer.
Let S = {S1, ..., Sn}, where each Si is a set of multiple elements. To check whether an S exists,
i.e., ∃S ∈ S, which contains all the elements in a query q, it is required to implement a Boolean
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function f defined as:
f (q) =
{
1, ∃S ∈ S : q ⊆ S
0, otherwise
.
Bloofi. Bloofi [10] can represent multiple sets and the parent-child relations among the elements.
It uses a tree structure to index multiple Bloom Filters, and it is the closest to Bloom Matrix.
Specifically, all the Bloom Filters are at the bottom of the tree as leaves, and each of the other
nodes is an index node that contains a bit set having values obtained by performing a bit-wise OR
operation on all its descendants. When looking up for a given label, the algorithm first applies the
hash functions to the label, then it looks up each index node for the corresponding bits and thereby
chooses the right path in the tree. At the last index node, it sequentially scans all the Bloom Filters
in the leaf nodes to find the correct Filters. The BMFs presented in this work also represent multiple
sets and more efficient compared to Bloofi.
7 CONCLUSIONS
This article presents two statistical data structures which not only answers whether labels belong
to multiple sets, but also returns the associated sets. These proposed structures are space-efficient
and thus can be cached in RAM to provide faster access compared to disk-stored structures or even
Bloofi. With uniformly distributed labels among the sets, the variant of Bloom Matrix, i.e., Sparse
Bloom Matrix, is more space-efficient at the expense of a reordering cost. On the other hand, Bloom
Vector is the most space-efficient structure when representing a Zipf distributed dataset.
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